ABSTRACT In recent years, there has been a paradigm shift in Internet of Things (IoT) from centralized cloud computing to edge computing (or fog computing). Developments in ICT have resulted in the significant increment of communication and computation capabilities of embedded devices and this will continue to increase in coming years. However, existing paradigms do not utilize low-level devices for any decision-making process. In fact, gateway devices are also utilized mostly for communication interoperability and some low-level processing. In this paper, we have proposed a new computing paradigm, named Edge Mesh, which distributes the decision-making tasks among edge devices within the network instead of sending all the data to a centralized server. All the computation tasks and data are shared using a mesh network of edge devices and routers. Edge Mesh provides many benefits, including distributed processing, low latency, fault tolerance, better scalability, better security, and privacy. These benefits are useful for critical applications, which require higher reliability, real-time processing, mobility support, and context awareness. We first give an overview of existing computing paradigms to establish the motivation behind Edge Mesh. Then, we describe in detail about the Edge Mesh computing paradigm, including the proposed software framework, research challenges, and benefits of Edge Mesh. We have also described the task management framework and done a preliminary study on task allocation problem in Edge Mesh. Different application scenarios, including smart home, intelligent transportation system, and healthcare, are presented to illustrate the significance of Edge Mesh computing paradigm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) envisions to revolutionize our life by connecting everything around us with each other. IoT has changed the way we think about our surrounding. IoT affects almost all aspects of our life including our homes, offices, healthcare, transportation, power grid, logistics, industries, and many more areas. Most of the IoT applications can be abstracted as shown in Fig. 1 , where there are four main components i.e. Sensing, Communication, Computation, and Actuation. IoT envisions embedding of sensing/communication/computation/actuation capabilities in common objects, however, in existing systems, a single device usually does not supports all the capabilities. Most IoT systems use end devices for sensing the surroundings while communication and networking responsibilities are undertaken by gateways and routers. Computation is usually done at a centralized server and the information generated by processing is utilized by some selected devices that act as actuators. Sensing, communication and networking have always been the focus of attention for researchers, however, researchers have now also started considering issues related to computation and intelligence. As the number of devices continues to increase in the coming future, a major issue will be to generate useful information through computation.
Computation is an important part of IoT as it leads to knowledge generation, which can be utilized to provide better and intelligent services. Terms such as ''Smart'' or ''Intelligent'' are usually associated with IoT, however, it is not clearly defined what is intelligence, in the context of IoT? and who provides it? These types of questions have motivated researchers to study about topics such as data-centric IoT [1] , data mining in IoT [2] , the interaction of artificial intelligence with IoT etc. Many terms such as Context-awareness [3] , autonomous control, ambient intelligence, cognitive IoT [4] , semantic reasoning [5] etc. are associated with intelligence in IoT but each term only covers part of the whole picture. Due to rapid development in technology, scope and definition of intelligence gets widened and evolved. An example of this is smart home products which have evolved to an extent that they can understand context, surroundings, and even respond accordingly.
Most of the existing IoT systems use a centralized server for computation purpose. Low-level end devices are utilized only for sensing purpose and the decision-making is done by a centralized server which collects data from multiple devices. Even gateway devices which have more processing and storage power are used mostly for data aggregation and low-level processing. This centralized computing paradigm not only leads to wastage of resources but also is not efficient for computation-intensive and time-critical applications. In this paper, we propose Edge Mesh which can be defined as a computing paradigm that uses mesh network of Edge devices and routers to enable distributed decision-making within the network. The decision-making is done inside the network by sharing data and computation among Edge devices instead of sending all the data to a centralized server. This is different from existing computing paradigm which usually perform centralized computing and Edge devices such as gateways are used only for collecting and transmitting the data to a server for processing.
Edge Mesh proposes the idea of using Edge devices to enable distributed intelligence in IoT. In [6] , distributed intelligence is defined as ''cooperation between devices, intermediate communication infrastructures (local networks, access networks, global networks) and/or cloud systems in order to optimally support IoT communication and IoT applications''. They consider that distributed intelligence involves both processing and networking elements. We consider distributed intelligence in a more broader perspective which involves everything from data analytics and networking to other functionalities such as data management, device management, resource management, service management, orchestration, etc. There are many research questions to be answered to develop Edge Mesh such as: How to define the network and computing model? How to distribute processing of data? How to jointly optimize communication and computation? etc. Existing computation algorithms cannot be directly used in case of Edge Mesh as distributed computation is done by Edge devices which are heterogeneous, resource-constraint, and have a dynamic communication channel with intermittent connectivity [7] . Other issues related to IoT such as heterogeneity, reliability, fault tolerance, QoS management, security and privacy etc. [8] must also be considered.
Most of the existing works in IoT focus on centralized computation, but there are some works such as [6] , [9] , and [10] that also consider distributed computation. Van den Abeele et al. [6] propose the idea of using sensor function virtualization to support distributed intelligence in IoT. Our work considers distributed intelligence from a broader perspective and our proposed idea to enable distributed intelligence is also different. A vision of distributed actuation and in-network processing has also been discussed in [9] , however, it does not provide any details. Another closely related work is Symbiot, which proposes an architecture where all devices are logically connected in a mesh network [10] . The work proposed in [10] does not focus on distributed intelligence and only the high-level details about the proposed architecture are presented. Many challenges including task management, data management etc. have not been considered in Symbiot [10] .
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A new computing paradigm, Edge Mesh, which focuses on enabling distributed Intelligence in IoT has been proposed.
• Motivation, software framework, challenging research issues, and benefits of Edge Mesh have been discussed.
• Task Allocation problem in Edge Mesh has been studied. The task allocation problem considers distribution of data for dependent tasks that are allocated to set of devices such that total energy consumption is minimized. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first ones to consider data distribution, task dependency, embedded device constraint, and device heterogeneity simultaneously for task allocation problem.
• Application scenarios have been given to illustrate the significance of Edge Mesh for different applications domains. The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses existing computing paradigms in IoT and motivation for proposing Edge Mesh. Section 3 discusses in detail about the hardware and software architecture, and benefits of Edge Mesh. Section 4 discusses the task management framework as well as task allocation problem in Edge Mesh. Section 5 discusses applications scenarios in different application domains such as Smart Home, HealthCare, and Intelligent Transportation System that can benefit from Edge Mesh. Section 6 discusses the open issues and challenges associated with Edge Mesh. In Section 7, we conclude the paper with conclusion and future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
IoT is predicted to have 50 billion devices by 2020. Computing paradigms for IoT must handle the huge scale of devices and application areas. This variability in application and system requirements leads to different views about computation paradigms for IoT. Besides, computing in IoT is not an independent area, it impacts other aspects too such as communication, energy efficiency, physical design, software development, analytics, user experience, security etc. [11] . All these aspects together contribute towards intelligence in IoT. In this section, we give a brief account of three main computing paradigms that are currently being used in IoT, i.e. centralized cloud computing, fog computing, and cooperative computing. We also discuss some issues in existing computing paradigms that have motivated us to propose Edge Mesh.
A. CENTRALIZED CLOUD COMPUTING
NIST defines Cloud computing as ''a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction'' [12] . IoT devices are resource constraint which limits their applicability, on the other hand, Cloud has abundant resources. Therefore, IoT can make use of resources in the cloud to make up for its limited resources [13] . Cloud can benefit IoT in many ways including communication, computation, and storage. Data collected by IoT devices can be stored in cloud and processed in a low-cost and effective manner. Cloud is especially useful for IoT applications that are computation-intensive (i.e. use complex analytics algorithms which cannot run on resource-constraint devices) and/or use data-driven processing [13] . Ambient intelligence application that requires machine learning algorithm belongs to such category of IoT applications.
Cloud computing paradigm is heavily dependent on Internet connectivity. Due to intermittent network connectivity, network latency becomes high which is not suitable for applications with the real-time requirement. As the amount of data being generated by IoT devices is becoming huge, it is very difficult to send all the data to Cloud due to limited bandwidth constraint. There is also a major issue of security and privacy as data travels along intermediate networks which can be prone to attacks and if the data is stored at public cloud then chances of unwanted access and/or compromise becomes higher. Since Cloud data centers are usually located at a faraway place, latency is higher which means Cloud computing paradigm is not effective for an application that requires mobility support.
B. FOG COMPUTING
Cloud computing paradigm suffers from four major issues discussed above, i.e. latency, security, privacy, and mobility, which has motivated researchers to propose a Fog Computing paradigm. Open Fog Consortium defines Fog Computing as ''a system level horizontal architecture that distributes resources and services of computing, storage, control and networking anywhere along the continuum from cloud to Thing'' [14] . Fog Computing is a distributed paradigm that provides characteristics such as low latency, real-time interaction, distributed analytics, context awareness, geographical distribution, mobility support, which are not supported by centralized Cloud computing paradigm [15] . Fog Computing shares many similarities with Edge Computing paradigm as both allow computation closer to devices that produce data [16] , [17] . Fog computing focuses on infrastructure perspective while Edge computing focuses on things perspective [17] . There is another similar paradigm called Mobile Edge Computing, which was proposed by ETSI as a platform that pushes cloud computing capabilities closer to mobile devices in radio access networks (RAN) [18] .
There are many challenging issues that need to be resolved to realize the full potential of fog computing paradigm. These issues are related to fog networking, Quality of service, interfacing and programming, computation offloading, accounting, billing, monitoring, provisioning and resource management, and security and privacy [19] . IoT integrates different application domains which can have varying requirements. Fog computing and cloud computing paradigms both provide different benefits but they can work complementary with each other to satisfy multiple applications requirements [15] . Currently researchers are working to integrate Fog and Cloud computing paradigms [20] , [21] . Osmotic computing paradigm proposed in [20] aims to decompose applications into microservices and use resources in both edge and cloud to dynamically satisfy application requirements. IFCIoT is another work that has been proposed related to integration where federated cloud services are provided by intermediary fog layer [21] . Distributed fog nodes collect data from local systems and updated data is then sent to federated cloud data center which can further perform big data analytics to give a globalized view of whole system [21] . Fog computing can also be incorporated with emerging networking technologies such as 5G technologies, network function virtualization (NFV), and software-defined networking (SDN) [22] .
C. COOPERATIVE COMPUTING
Fog computing, edge computing and other similar paradigms have been proposed to deal with issues of latency, mobility, bandwidth bottleneck etc. in traditional cloud computing. VOLUME 5, 2017 Even in fog computing, the data from local devices is sent to a local server located near to devices. In coming future, the number of devices will be very high which will lead to heavy load on servers and fog devices. Mobile devices available in the market have high computation, storage and communication capabilities which have led to an emerging area of opportunistic cooperation among mobile devices. Instead of offloading the tasks to edge computing servers, mobile devices can make use of surrounding devices for task processing. This will solve a major issue of overload on edge computing servers. Many times, few mobile devices are overloaded with computation tasks while other devices are free which not only leads to uneven distribution of tasks but also increased energy consumption and latency. Cooperative computing can also help in resolving this issue of unbalanced computation distribution [18] .
Cooperative computing provides many benefits to IoT systems including better usage of resources, reduced latency due to easy access to local resources, better services as devices can cooperate with each other to get better information, reduced communication with cloud and other outside entities, and improved security and privacy as data will usually remain within a local network. Applications such as smart home, connected vehicles, healthcare etc. that are dependent on locally obtained information, require real-time analytics, or high security and privacy, benefit from cooperative computing. Cooperative computing can be combined with fog and cloud computing to address issues related to multiple applications.
D. MOTIVATION
The discussion of three main computing paradigms in IoT, i.e. cloud, fog, and cooperative computing provides two main insights. First, computing paradigms are moving from centralized to distributed computing. Second, due to the improvement of computation, storage, and communication capabilities of low-level devices, computation is being done closer to data sources. Each computing paradigm has its own virtues and drawbacks. Even cooperative which is a fully distributed paradigm, where computing is done by end devices, has some issues. A fully distributed paradigm requires high signaling overhead to coordinate devices, build and update the shared knowledge of overall network system, available resources, and received service requests [23] . The trend of computing paradigms indicates that in coming future, intelligence will be distributed and provided by end devices, however, cloud and fog computing paradigms will not vanish completely. The huge diversity in IoT devices and applications makes it almost impossible for a single computing paradigm to satisfy all application requirements. This means that these computing paradigms will have to be integrated but how this can be done is a major research challenge. This is our first main motivation to propose Edge Mesh, which aims to integrate and enable cooperation between different types of devices in the network including end devices, gateways, routers, cloud etc.
The second main motivation is related to enabling distributed intelligence in IoT. Currently, most of the existing systems do the computation and decision-making at the centralized cloud server. Even though there are few systems which try to distribute the computation, they are an exception rather than the rule. Various types of decisions are made at the cloud pertaining to resource management, device management, power management, access control, security, service management, and other application-specific processing. It is mentioned in [6] that distributed intelligence will enable right communication and computation capability at the right place. Although computation and communication are central towards enabling distributed intelligence, we should also focus on aspects such as sensing, actuation, Quality of Service, and other decision-making issues. Due to various issues associated with distributed computing systems such as synchronization, consensus, cooperation etc., it becomes challenging to enable distributed intelligence. Due to scale and complexity of IoT systems, it is challenging to determine who provides the intelligence, i.e. which functionality is provided by each device and how different devices cooperate with each other. Other issues related to device heterogeneity, data interoperability, diversity in application requirements and users, etc. makes the problem even more challenging. Applications which are critical and time-sensitive such as healthcare, autonomous vehicles, traffic management systems, security related applications, etc. require support for distributed intelligence. These applications cannot afford a delay in decisionmaking, which is generally the case for centralized cloud systems. Existing computing paradigms rely on the Cloud to provide intelligence and therefore, are not suitable to provide support for distributed intelligence in IoT. Edge Mesh, on the other hand, has been proposed especially to enable distributed intelligence for such type of applications.
III. EDGE MESH
In this section, we give details about the Edge Mesh computing paradigm, which aims to enable cooperation between different types of devices and enable distributed intelligence in IoT. We first give the overview of Edge Mesh paradigm. Then, we describe the overlay architecture and the proposed software framework. We also point out the specific benefits of Edge Mesh and compare it with Cloud Computing and Fog Computing paradigms.
A. OVERVIEW OF EDGE MESH
Edge Mesh can be defined as a computing paradigm that uses mesh network of Edge devices and routers to enable distributed decision-making within the network. Fig. 2 gives a high-level overview of Edge Mesh computing paradigm. A brief description of four types of devices, i.e. End devices, Edge Devices, Routers, and Cloud, shown in Fig. 2 , is given below. 1) End Devices: End devices are those devices which have the capacity to sense the surrounding and change it based on the requirement. In terms of four aspects of IoT shown in Fig. 1 Cloud is integrated with other devices only to be utilized for very specific application requirements that cannot be met using Edge devices. An example of such requirement would be obtaining remote access to devices which cannot be done by use of local Edge Devices or performing big data analytics on historical data. The architecture of Edge Mesh, shown in Fig. 2 , partially looks like the architecture of wireless mesh network (WMN) shown in [25] . However, the functionalities of Edge Mesh and traditional mesh networks are quite different. A traditional mesh network is defined as a network topology in which each node relays data for the network. All mesh nodes cooperate in the distribution of data in the network. Mesh networks can relay messages using either a flooding technique or a routing technique. In mesh network topology, devices are connected using many redundant interconnections between network nodes. Table 1 outlines the differences between traditional mesh networks and Edge Mesh.
Edge Mesh integrates different devices into one computing paradigm. It incorporates characteristics from three different computing paradigms, i.e. Cloud computing, Edge Computing, and Cooperative Computing. Edge Devices are used for processing and other tasks as done in Edge Computing paradigm. Edge Devices cooperate with each other to share data and computation tasks as done in Cooperative Computing paradigm. Even though full potential of Cloud is not utilized as done in traditional IoT systems, Cloud is still a part of Edge Mesh computing paradigm and it is connected to other devices using Edge Devices as shown in Fig. 2 . The second motivation of enabling distributed intelligence is addressed as all the computation tasks including processing, VOLUME 5, 2017 storage, data sharing, and other decision-making tasks, are distributed among Edge devices.
In the case of Edge Mesh, we have considered that End devices are directly connected to Edge Devices instead of forming a mesh network with each other as done in hybrid WMNs [25] . The reason behind this architecture is that existing End devices use different communication protocols and cannot communicate with each other. For example, lights, camera, and thermostat in our homes do not interact with each other. However, we can make use of Edge devices that support conversion of data to required format to enable interaction between different End devices. Besides, the issue of interoperability between different end devices is directly related to standardization which is in the hands of standardization bodies. It will take some time to standardize the communication between End devices as there are many challenging legal and technical issues that need to be resolved [26] . First, based on the physical network layer, we propose a virtual data sharing and computation layer. Routers are not shown in this layer but they provide the interconnection between different Edge devices within the Edge Mesh network. In this layer, all devices together form a virtual mesh network. Edge devices perform the computation tasks and all the devices share data by transmitting the required data to each other through the virtual mesh network. Note that different from existing paradigms in which processing happens at the servers, in our architecture, Edge devices such as gateways in the network can perform computation. That means, computation can be done locally and distributed within the network among Edge devices. Specially, as there might be several tasks running in parallel in the network, we can assign each Edge device several computation tasks and share different part of data among devices. This requires optimization of computation task assignment and data sharing schedules.
B. EDGE MESH AS A COMPUTATION OVERLAY
Second, on top of the data sharing and computation layer, there is an separate overlay for each task, as shown in Fig. 3 . For each task, we first calculate which devices in the network should be involved, then partition the task into several computation and data sharing subtasks and assign subtasks to different Edge devices. Edge devices make decisions to partition tasks as well as determine which device should be involved. In this procedure, there are some challenging optimization issues, considering that there might already some tasks running in the network and the constraints of different devices. From the viewpoint of the task, it seems that each task runs on the network exclusively.
The main difference between Edge Mesh architecture and other computing paradigms is that Edge Mesh distributes the computation within the network instead of sending data to a server outside the network. The computation is done locally inside the network and data is shared only between the devices which are involved in the computation. The overlay architecture of Edge Mesh makes it clear that, unlike traditional mesh network where mesh routers only collect and transmit data, Edge devices in Edge Mesh are also involved in decision-making tasks.
C. SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK FOR EDGE MESH
This section discusses the software framework for Edge Mesh, which includes various functionalities implemented by different types of devices. The software framework, shown in Fig. 4 , is divided into three levels. The three levels starting from bottom to top correspond to End devices, Edge Mesh, and Cloud. The details about three levels and components inside the levels are as follows:
1) END DEVICE LEVEL
This level consists of two main components, Sensing and Actuation. These two functionalities are supported by End devices. The data sensed by End devices is sent to Edge devices for processing. The processed information is then utilized by End devices to do actuation.
2) EDGE MESH LEVEL
This level is responsible for decision-making tasks and enables distributed intelligence. This level consists of two types of devices, Edge devices and Routers. Edge devices cooperate with each other to make decisions regarding sensing, communication, computation, and actuation. Edge devices also handle issues related to security, storage, both application-specific and network specific QoS requirements, etc. All computation tasks are distributed among Edge devices. Routers, on the other hand, connect different Edge devices to route the data in the Edge Mesh network. as authorization, protocol and network security, and security against attacks are handled by this component.
3) CLOUD LEVEL
Although majority of decision-making is done at Edge Mesh level, Edge Mesh computing paradigm includes Cloud as it can provide abundant resources including storage, communication, computation, development tools, and other services. Cloud can enable IoT application users to connect, monitor, or control any device from any place, assuming it has Internet connectivity [13] . Low-cost and easy communication is enabled by the integration of Cloud with IoT. Cloud resources are also used for Big Data analytics.
D. BENEFITS OF EDGE MESH
The main objective of Edge Mesh is to enable distributed intelligence which helps Edge Mesh to provide benefits associated with distributed computing systems. Such benefits include fault tolerance, better scalability, and efficient performance due to the distribution of load. There are some other benefits provided by Edge Mesh by the virtue that it integrates characteristics from three different computing paradigms, i.e. Cloud Computing Fog Computing, and Cooperative Computing. Edge Mesh provides the best features of the three computing paradigms. The benefits provided by such integration include low latency, better services, and higher security and privacy. The data is not sent every time to some remote server for analytics. The data is only shared among those devices which need the data for processing. The communication with outside unknown entities is minimized. Edge Mesh also enables provision of services even in the case of Internet failure as data analytics is done locally. This is useful in case of emergency rescue operations where Internet services are usually not working and it is important to do the processing locally and within a shorter time duration. 7) Better Security and Privacy: Security and Privacy are an important concern as a vast amount of data is collected which can be used to identify personal information. This data can fall into the hands of wrong people who can use it to hamper our lives. Edge Mesh leads to be better security and privacy as it uses local processing. Data is not shared with outside entities and no communication is required with intermediary nodes which are usually prone to security attacks. Since whole data is not shared using the Internet, it cannot be accessed easily by anyone. Although it should be noted that Edge Mesh will require distributed security and privacy algorithms which are challenging to develop as compared to centralized ones. 
IV. TASK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
This section discusses the task management framework and more specifically the task allocation problem in Edge Mesh. Task management framework, shown in Fig. 5 , is used for managing and distributing tasks among Edge Devices. The task management framework is divided into two parts, top and bottom. The top part contains task manager and other components that help in the management of tasks. Bottom part contains components that store and retrieve the information about the network and other resources. This information is then utilized by components in the top part to manage the tasks. The details about various components within the task management framework are given below. 1) Task Manager: Task manager is the main component which moderates other components in the framework to decide how tasks are allocated to each device. 
A. TASK ALLOCATION IN EDGE MESH
This section describes the preliminary study done on task allocation problem in Edge Mesh. Task allocation problem, shown in Fig. 6 for 6 tasks and 4 devices, is to allocate a set of dependent tasks to a set of Edge Devices such that total energy consumption is minimized, and energy consumed by each device is less than given initial energy. Edge devices in Edge Mesh are responsible for task allocation and decisionmaking. Task Allocation problem has been studied for long time for WSN [30] , IoT [31] , etc. However, a major difference in case of Edge Mesh is that input data for different tasks are distributed as data is generated by sensing devices which are located at different geographical places. There are very few existing works which also consider data distribution for task allocation and scheduling problem [32] , [33] . To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work which considers data distribution, task dependency, embedded device constraint, and device heterogeneity simultaneously for task allocation problem as considered in our problem.
1) PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section describes the modeling of application, network, data, and cost functions. The problem is formulated as a nonlinear integer programming problem. Mathematical notations used in the problem formulation are summarized in Table 3 . 
a: APPLICATION MODEL
The application is modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (T, P), where T is the set of tasks, T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }, and P is the set of dependencies between the tasks. Number of tasks in task graph is M. Each task t i has a computation load of processing, p i . Weight of each link connecting tasks t i and t j is P ij , which represents the amount of data to be transmitted if the tasks are executed on different devices. Task t i has some predecessor tasks which is given by a set R i . Set of successor tasks is given by set S i .
b: NETWORK MODEL
The communication network is a mesh network of Edge devices connected to each other. The communication network is modeled as a graph N = (A, D), where A is the set of devices, A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n }, D = d ij represents the distance between device a i and a j . Number of devices in communication network is N. Each device a i is heterogeneous in terms of processing power and battery capacity. For each device a i , {v j , e j , e j,init } gives the initial list of parameters, where v j is processing speed, e j is the average power consumption, and e j,init is the initial energy capacity of device a j . 
where, E t comm,d is the transmission cost, E r comm,d is the receiving cost, and E comm,d is the total cost.
c) Cost for communicating data for task t i from its predecessor tasks E
where, E t comm,t is the transmission cost, E r comm,t is the receiving cost, and E comm,t is the total cost. d) Total Cost of executing task t i on node a j (14) 3) Optimization Problem: The optimization problem is formulated as:
Objective
Constraints:
x ij = 0 or 1 (18) where, x ij is the main variable of this problem, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}, and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. The objective is to minimize the total energy consumed by all tasks (15) . The constraints are that each task is executed on exactly one device (16), total energy consumed by each device is less than its initial energy (17) , and the variable x ij can take value either 1 or 0 (18).
2) PROPOSED SOLUTION AND EVALUATION
We have proposed a genetic algorithm to solve the task allocation problem as shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is similar to one proposed in [34] , however we have changed the crossover and mutation operator. The input variables for the proposed genetic algorithm are GGAP (generation gap used for crossover operation), MUTR(mutation rate), ITER(number of iterations for the algorithm), and NINM(number of members in the population). The algorithm starts by creating random population (line 1) which are task allocation matrices. The rows in task allocation matrix are arranged from top to bottom based on the task precedence order. So if a task is before another task in task graph then row corresponding to that task is above. In case multiple tasks have same level. Then row corresponding to these tasks are arranged randomly. Each column of the task allocation matrix corresponds to the device. value by taking its inverse. Cost is calculated using following equation
where, H is some very large number. A percentage of initial population, GGAP, is selected for crossover operation. The selection is done using Roulette Wheel Selection. In lines 8-10, GGAP*NINM members are selected and crossover operation is performed. An example of crossover operation involving two 4 × 4 matrices is shown below. The position of line is chosen randomly.
Before Crossover Operation
Mutation is then performed on the members obtained after crossover operation (lines [12] [13] [14] . Mutation operation involves swapping a column element having value 1 with other random column element for each row. New obtained population is combined with the initial population and members with the least cost value equal to the size of initial population are selected (line 15). This process is repeated for ITER iterations. After all the iterations are completed, cost value of each member of final population is evaluated and member with the minimum cost value is returned (lines [18] [19] [20] We have implemented the proposed genetic algorithm in MATLAB and done some preliminary simulation experiments by using random parameters used previously in [30] . The parameters are set as: bandwidth = 250Kbps; e elec = 50nJ/b; e elec = 10pJ/b/m 2 ; initial energy to be uniform distribution in the range [10, 20] mJ; processing speed to be uniform distribution in the range [30, 100] MCPS; power consumption to be uniform distribution in the range [4, 10] mW; computation load to be uniform distribution in the range [300, 600] KCPS; communication load for each task to be uniform distribution in the range [500, 800] bytes of data; distance between devices to be uniform distribution in the range [1, 500] meters. For the input data matrix, the input data for each task is distributed randomly among less than half of the total number of devices. The number of bytes sent from each input data source is set to be uniform distribution in the range [300, 1000] bytes. The parameters for genetic algorithm are GGAP = 0.8, mutation rate = 0.04, size of initial population = 30, number of iterations = 50, and H = 10 7 . The simulation experiments have been performed by using the task graph shown in Fig. 6 , and varying the number devices. Table 4 shows the average cost value after running the experiment 100 times. The initial results show that proposed algorithm is able to achieve good results, however, more extensive experiments are required to test its efficacy. Another observation is that as the number of devices in communication network are increased, the cost value also increases. This is expected as number of input data sources for each task is equal to half the number of total devices. Therefore, extra cost associated with data transfer is added to total cost. The proposed algorithm also converges faster, however, more experiments are required to give an inference.
This work needs to be extended further to achieve better results and have accurate validation. We have only proposed one genetic algorithm and not compared it with other algorithms. Besides, more extensive experiments are required under different parameter settings to have a better validation of the proposed approach. The problem considered in this work has been simplified as we have considered fully connected communication network consisting of only Edge devices, however, communication in Edge Mesh is done using multi-hop path and Edge Mesh consists of other devices too.
Besides, the objective of task allocation problem considered here is to minimize total energy consumption but real world applications have other objectives too such as minimizing latency, maximizing reliability, etc.
V. APPLICATION SCENARIOS
The benefits of Edge Mesh such as distributed processing, fault tolerance, low latency, etc. have been discussed in Section III-D. This section presents some application scenarios which require these features. The application scenarios discussed in this section are related to three different application domains, Smart Home, Intelligent Transportation System, and Healthcare. These application scenarios help in illustrating the benefits of Edge Mesh and give an understanding of scenarios where Edge Mesh computing paradigm can be of significant use.
A. SMART HOME AND BUILDING Smart Home has been one of the oldest application domain of Internet of Things. The main objective of Smart Home is to improve the comfort level, security, and safety of people inside the home while considering energy conservation and cost into account. A recent research trend is to enable cognitive capacity in Smart Homes [35] . The incorporation of cognitive capability in smart homes requires devices to coordinate with each other to provide a wide range of services such as the autonomous adaptation of HVAC systems, lighting, etc. The services provided for Smart Home can be classified into four types, i.e. Comfort and Convenience, Energy Conservation, Security and Safety, and Heath Care. We give two different scenarios in Smart Home where Edge Mesh can be used to enable distributed intelligence.
The first scenario is the falling-asleep problem, which has been previously discussed in [35] and [36] . This scenario belongs to comfort and convenience category. In this scenario, it is imagined that a person who is sitting on a sofa and watching TV, gradually falls asleep. The problem here is to change the surroundings accordingly such that person can get a comfortable sleep. The changes include dimming the lights, reducing TV volume and switching it off, dynamically changing the air-conditioner setting based on body and room temperature, slowly changing the sofa into the shape of the bed, etc. These changes require different types of devices such as lights, TV, sofa, wearables, to share data and coordinate with each other. There are many sub-problems here such as detecting if the person is sleeping, making changes to the surroundings without disturbing the sleep, etc. This problem requires the use of complicated algorithms that cannot be executed on a single device but as proposed in Edge Mesh, we can distribute the processing load among different devices. The whole application can be divided into a set of tasks which can be distributed among different devices using the proposed software framework. The whole decision-making can also be done at a centralized server but that would require transferring the whole data which would take longer time and pose security concerns as data would be shared with devices VOLUME 5, 2017 that are outside the smart home network. Besides, Edge Mesh would be able to achieve a better result in changing the surroundings as devices have access to whole raw data.
The second scenario is the emergency building evacuation in case of fire. This scenario belongs to the security and safety category. Fire emergency building evacuation is a critical safety application which requires high reliability and faster response time. Due to damage in infrastructure, Internet service can be down which makes it difficult to communicate with outside entities and provide efficient evacuation service. Existing systems use centralized server for making decisions regarding alarm generation and building evacuation [37] , [38] . Building evacuation, in the case of fire, requires input from many different devices to generate an alarm, detect occupants, and guide them to the nearest exit. Alarm system further requires input from smoke sensors, heat sensors, light sensors to reliably detect location and intensity of the fire. Building management system in [37] stores data about the number of people, their age and disability status, and occupancy status of each room, that can be used to provide a dedicated plan for each floor and person. The data should be shared with different devices within the system in case of fire emergency. It is possible that one part of the building may be severely damaged due to fire, so an alternative building evacuation strategy should be provided which requires coordination between different systems and devices. The devices should not only share data but also make decisions related to building evaluation. The information is also shared with rescue workers to guide them and use their feedback to dynamically change the building evacuation plan. Such system requires very low latency and this can be provided by using Edge Mesh computing paradigm. The whole application can be divided into sub-tasks such as alarm generation, occupancy detection, localization, evacuation plan, etc. which can be distributed among different Edge devices that share data as well computation. Compared to a centralized system, Edge Mesh has the potential to provide faster, reliable, and efficient building evacuation service.
Besides the two scenarios, there are many other scenarios that can use Edge Mesh such as energy management, ambient intelligence, etc. Energy management requires dynamic scheduling of devices as demand for energy can change based on time and condition. Even the cost can change dynamically due to peak-demand charges, or time-of-use tariffs [39] . A few case studies related to ambient intelligence in Smart Home have been given in [36] .
B. INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
Intelligent transportation system (ITS), also referred to as Internet of Vehicles (IoV), is another important application domain of IoT. The technological advancement in sensor technologies and vehicular communication technologies such as Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments (WAVE), which is a communication protocol to enable data exchange between high-speed vehicles and between vehicles and roadside infrastructure units, has enabled exciting applications for ITS domain. Google and other big corporations are now working on autonomous and connected vehicles to improve road safety, traffic efficiency, and enable other services such as intelligent parking, accident prevention, collision warning, etc. New vehicles are now being equipped with many sensors and on-board navigation units to help improve the safety of drivers and make the driving experience more comfortable. Vehicles can now be connected to the Internet and with each other to allow sharing of data about road and traffic conditions. Integration of vehicles, smartphones, wearables, and other sensors can lead to many business opportunities too such as entertainment services, advertisement, etc.
ITS applications require some specific features such as high and constrained mobility, real-time processing, spatial and temporal dependence of data, etc. A centralized computing solution cannot be efficiently used for ITS applications due to these features. If a centralized computing solution is used then every vehicle will have to send a large amount of data using the Internet to a server which is usually located someplace far away. Since vehicles travel at high speed, data generated by vehicles is only valid for a short period of time and within a small distance. If the number of vehicles is very high, it will also create communication bottleneck which further leads to more delay. Besides, if the data generated by vehicles such as real-time location, and origin and destination information is shared using the Internet to a centralized server, user identity can be inferred which leads to privacy concerns [40] . Edge Mesh is a suitable computing paradigm for such applications as it provides benefits such as low latency, distributed processing, better security and privacy, etc., which cannot be provided by centralized computing solutions. Edge Mesh is especially useful for ITS application scenarios which require coordination among vehicles. Applications such as autonomous vehicles, traffic light control, managing evacuation, etc. fall under this category. Traffic management scenario has been discussed below to illustrate the benefit of Edge Mesh for ITS applications.
Traffic management system includes congestion detection and congestion avoidance, but it is also related with other management systems such as traffic light management and parking management. Re-routing of traffic for congestion avoidance requires sharing of information among vehicle from different road segments. Vehicles should share information to determine alternative routes but here again, all the vehicles cannot be routed to same alternative route as it would only result in shifting the congestion from one road to another. Vehicles must coordinate with each other so that congestion does not oscillate from one road segment to another. A survey of traffic management systems using wireless sensor networks has been done in [41] . Most of the solutions proposed in literature for congestion detection and avoidance use a centralized server. Recently, a fully distributed traffic management system was proposed in [42] , however, the solution proposed in [42] focuses on congestion detection and does not give detailed strategy for congestion avoidance. A hybrid solution for congestion avoidance has been proposed in [40] . The algorithm proposed in [40] is based on centralized algorithm previously proposed in [43] . While implementing a distributed solution using Edge Mesh, each vehicle consisting of various sensors can be considered as an Edge device. A major challenge in developing a solution for ITS application is to determine how the devices should interact and share data. As discussed previously for Smart Home application, a complicated application can be divided into sub-tasks which can be distributed among Edge Devices. However, it is not trivial to propose a fully distributed solution for traffic management application due to many data management challenges such as synchronization, determining the relevance of information, disseminating the information efficiently, data aggregation, avoiding broadcast storm, etc.
C. HEALTHCARE
Healthcare is another popular application of IoT. IoT offers the potential for many healthcare applications such as glucose level sensing, blood pressure monitoring, body temperature monitoring, medication management, rehabilitation system, wheelchair management, etc. [44] . Common features associated with these applications is that most of them require real-time processing, high reliability, high accuracy, mobility support, and high security and privacy. As discussed before, centralized computing solutions cannot support these features. Edge Mesh, on the other hand, is proposed to enable distributed intelligence and can provide support for these features. We discuss the scenario of how IoT healthcare can be used to save patient's life and why Edge Mesh is a suitable computing paradigm for such scenarios.
A pilot study was conducted in [45] to capture in-home activity data including meal plan, hygiene, movement, blood pressure, etc. using sensors. The study did not involve realtime analysis of data. During the pilot study, a user who was an elderly person died from a heart stroke that occurred during the night. The authors who conducted the study analyzed the data later and found some changes in user activities which could have given an indication of impending heart stroke. It was found that the user had reduced mobility, reduced meal preparation, reduced hygiene, high blood pressure, fluctuating blood pressure, low activity, and loss in weight [45] . These changes in activities are not of much use when considered alone but they can point to an impending heart stroke when considered together. The main point behind this is that data collected from different activities need to be shared and devices need to coordinate with each other to give a useful information. Decision-making cannot be done based on a single source of data. Real-time processing is important to enable timely response in case of emergency. Edge Mesh is helpful in these scenarios as it can enable distributed analytics and sharing of data to generate useful information and timely response.
VI. OPEN CHALLENGES
The two main characteristics of Edge Mesh are that it uses distributed computation and integrates characteristics from different computing paradigms. These features result in many benefits as discussed in Section III-D, however, they are also the reasons behind many research challenges in implementing Edge Mesh. Edge Mesh should support communication between different types of devices such as Edge device, End device, routers, and Cloud. The data should not only be shared between different types of devices but must be understood by the devices. Communication protocols used in IoT suffer from low data rate, frequent packet losses, and stochastic channel variations, which make it difficult to achieve reliable communication [26] . Edge Mesh enables distributed intelligence, however, where the intelligence should be placed is a major research question. There are many other research questions too including, How the devices cooperate with each other? Which devices should share data? How do devices decide which data to be shared? Who decides the distribution of tasks among devices? Which factors determine the distribution of tasks? etc. The computation tasks are usually distributed among Edge devices, but Cloud can also be used for big data analytics on large historical data. So, the tasks can be distributed among different devices depending on application requirement and resources available on the devices. It is challenging to determine how the tasks must be distributed among Edge devices as it requires joint optimization of computation and communication. Edge devices need to take care of many issues including access control, resource allocation, QoS, security, data conversion, data management, etc. This requires Edge devices to be robust and flexible. It is challenging to manage all the tasks simultaneously using Edge devices as these devices are heterogeneous, resource-constraint, and distributed. The challenges in implementing Edge Mesh are a combination of many factors including wireless distributed computing issues, IoT related challenges, embedded device constraints, software implementation issues, theoretical modelling limitations, algorithmic challenges, issues related to distributed data analytics, etc.
Edge Mesh uses wireless distributed computation for various computation tasks and network management. Wireless distributed computing poses many challenges that are different from challenges in traditional distributed computing systems as discussed in [46] . Distributed algorithms from traditional distributed systems cannot be directly applied for Edge Mesh due to many differences. Edge Mesh is a dynamic network as devices can be mobile, heterogeneous, reconfigured, replaced, or even randomly fail. The wireless channel also suffers from stochastic variations leading to intermittent connectivity and other uncertainties that make the whole system difficult to model. Theoretical modeling of application and network is important to allocate tasks and evaluate performance. Besides, the devices have limited resources such as memory, energy, computation, and communication capability, which further makes the system design more challenging than traditional distributed systems. Edge Mesh can have multiple tasks running simultaneously and these tasks can also be shared between different applications. Due to heterogeneity in device capabilities, the type of task supported by a device can vary and sometimes a task may not be supported by a device due to its limited resources. Such issues make the problem of resource allocation and scheduling more challenging. Other fundamental issues related to wireless distributed computing systems include routing, process and clock synchronization, leader election, topology control, mutual exclusion, network information management, etc.
Distributed data management and analytics also pose many research challenges in implementing Edge Mesh. One important challenge related to distributed data storage is, How the network information is distributed among devices to enable operations such as efficient resource discovery, failure recovery, stability analysis, etc.? [46] . The data analytics algorithms implemented for centralized systems or traditional distributed systems cannot be directly applied for Edge Mesh. Edge Mesh requires implementation of new lightweight algorithms for resource-constraint devices, which can enable local processing at Edge devices. Another important issue related to distributed data analytics is modifying the existing code for different devices and application scenarios. The lack of standardization also creates interoperability issues in sharing data among heterogeneous devices, which makes the problem more challenging.
Edge Mesh has been proposed for IoT applications, and thus issues related to Internet of Things also contribute towards major research challenges in implementing Edge Mesh. IoT related issues have been surveyed in a lot of papers such [8] , [11] , [26] , and [47] . Some of the major research issues related to IoT include architecture design, addressing and mapping, device management, device mobility, routing, data management, scalability, interoperability, security and privacy, etc. The issue that is most prominent with IoT is that devices are heterogeneous, resource-constraint, and the scale is huge. The scalability is one major challenge associated with IoT which makes other research issues more complicated. Edge Mesh should support management of large numbers of remote devices, which is quite challenging as it includes many actions including controlling the devices, configuring the devices, monitoring its status such as connectivity information, gathering data, etc. Security and privacy is another issue that becomes more complicated in Edge Mesh due to its distributed approach [48] . There are many security and privacy issues including identity and authentication, access control, protocol and network security, trust and governance, etc. [48] . Distributed algorithms are required for Edge Mesh to secure against attacks such as denial of service, eavesdropping, etc.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a new computing paradigm, Edge Mesh, which focuses on enabling distributed intelligence in IoT. Edge Mesh distributes the whole application into sub-tasks which are distributed among Edge devices. Edge devices together with routers form a mesh network which is responsible for many computation tasks such as storage, processing, data sharing, etc. Edge Mesh tries to integrate best features from Cloud computing, Fog computing, and cooperative computing to provide multi-dimensional features. This paper also proposes a software framework for Edge Mesh. Software framework is divided into three levels corresponding to End devices, Edge Mesh, and Cloud. A task management framework for distributing and managing has also been discussed in detail.
We have pointed out various open challenges in developing Edge Mesh computing paradigm. Traditional analytics algorithm developed for centralized systems or distributed systems cannot be directly used for Edge Mesh as the communication channel is dynamic and devices used in Edge Mesh are very different from those traditional systems. Edge devices used for computation tasks are resource-constraint and heterogeneous. Besides, Edge Mesh also requires interaction and data exchange between different types of devices such as end devices, routers, edge devices, and cloud, which is another major challenge. We have discussed various benefits provided by Edge Mesh such as low latency, distributed processing, fault tolerance, better security and privacy, better services due to context awareness, etc. We have also discussed different application scenarios in three different application domains, Smart Home, Intelligent transportation systems, and Healthcare, to illustrate the significance of Edge Mesh.
We have also done a preliminary study of task allocation problem in Edge Mesh which aims to distribute dependent tasks in a complex application onto the Edge devices such that total energy consumption is minimized. The problem considered in this work is different from existing works related to task allocation as we have considered data distribution for dependent tasks. So far, we have only proposed a genetic algorithm to solve the task allocation and extensive experimentation is required to do thorough evaluation. New heuristic algorithms need to be proposed and performance comparison should be done with other approaches. We also need to consider other constraints and objective functions for this problem. We will consider these issues with the task allocation problem in our future works. We will also work on the implementation of the software framework for Edge Mesh and test its efficacy using different application scenarios discussed in the paper. Edge Mesh opens various research opportunities for researchers such as developing distributed algorithms that can be executed on resource constraint Edge devices. Task allocation problem discussed in this paper is just one example of new research challenges associated with Edge Mesh. Many research challenges discussed in this paper such as enabling meaningful exchange of data between heterogeneous devices, proposing distributed security and privacy algorithms for resource constraint devices, enabling integration of different computing paradigms, etc. are all open issues that require more research efforts. 
